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Dear Readers,

your increasing interest in this publication has motivated the decision to produce four (instead of two) issues of this

EFOMP newsletter, European Medical Physics News, starting from 2018.

We will continue, on a quarterly basis (Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter issues), to inform the European

community of medical physicists of relevant facts in our field, in which EFOMP and its National Member

Organizations are involved.

Released on 1st March 2018, this is the Spring 2018 issue of EMP News.

As indicated in the Editorial to the Autumn 2017 issue, we intend to give room in EMP News also to articles from

young medical physicists, describing their current implication with research themes in medical physics, including

e.g. their PhD thesis. They can be either solicited or proffered (normally, such short articles are 600 words

maximum, plus 1-3 figures, a photo and a 50-word bio of the author in separate files), please contact the Editorial

Board at .

We would like to attract young physicists to our discipline by speaking to them of the work of other young

physicists all around Europe, of their experience, their dreams, their dedication to medical physics science and

profession.

For each article published in EMP News you will find a photo and a short biography of the author: we want to give

a face to the names of all our contributors, because medical physics is a community of persons, who share a

common passion. A collection of all photos of contributors can be found at the end of each Issue.

We introduced also a new section dedicated to book reviews.

The Editorial Board of EMP News hopes you will find this Issue of your interest!

Please subscribe for your free copy of EMP News, at

https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=vml/subscribe&id=1

Paolo Russo & Your editorial team ( ).

European Medical Physics News, 1st March 2018

Chair of Communication and Publications

Committee of the EFOMP. Professor of

Medical Physics at Università di Napoli

Federico II, Dipartimento di Fisica “Ettore

Pancini” Napoli, Italy

Professor at Beuth University of

Applied Sciences Berlin
Medical Physicist at Medical Physics

Dept. Hygeia Hospital, Athens,

Greece

mailto:pubcommittee@efomp.org
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=vml/subscribe&id=1
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=vml/subscribe&id=1
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=vml/subscribe&id=1
mailto:pubcommittee@efomp.org
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I have been serving the community of European Medical Physicist since 2012 when I first started as

Secretary General to EFOMP. In 2016 I was elected Vice President and now I am the new EFOMP

President.

During those years I have been in close contact with all the colleagues serving as officers in the EFOMP

board and with the national member organisations through their presidents, council delegates and individual

members. In this period, I have had the opportunity to appreciate the dedication and the spirit of service in

each of those volunteers who spend a significant part of their time, energy and acumen for the benefit of our

community. It is my hope and my intention to let the same spirit permeate my actions in the coming three

years of my presidency. I am convinced that all the great objectives that are in front of us can only be

reached by team work and through the collaboration of the entire community of Medical Physicists. In this

article I will try to set out what I’m planning to do during my presidential term.

The nature of the EFOMP as a federation of National Member Organisation (NMOs) is a great asset for our

organization since it allows EFOMP to be recognized at an International level as the unique representative of

all the existing European National Medical Physics Societies. To be effective, the federation needs closer

contact between the EFOMP Board and the NMOs’ Boards. My plan in the coming three years is to have a

leadership meeting with all the 34 EFOMP NMOs to discuss their needs, how EFOMP could be useful for

them and identify the common strategies to increase the visibility, relevance and weight of EFOMP at the

European level. At the same time, we have also to consider the possibility of creating some form of

individual membership in the EFOMP. Such individual membership will allow EFOMP to have “fresh blood”

to sustain the increasing number of EFOMP activities.

After the initial experience of the first ECMP held in Athens Greece in 2016, we are in the middle of the

preparation of the second ECMP to be held in Copenhagen on the 23-25 August 2018. The Congress will be

hosted by the Danish and Swedish associations for medical physics and will have Germany as the welcome

nation. The motto of the Congress, “Bridging knowledge across specialities”, is what make the congress

unique in the panorama of similar initiatives organized by different entities. The congress will involve world
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leading European scientists and professionals in each discipline and will consist of satellite meetings, refresher

courses, joint sessions and scientific sessions. The success of this initiative will set the stage for the future

development of a congress made by medical physicists and directed at medical physicists, working in the

different subspecialties. We ask national member organizations to promote attendance at this congress,

particularly of young colleagues. We look forward to an enthusiastic response. My objective is to have

the participation of several thousand medical physicists in the third congress in 2020, which will make the

ECMP the most attended international congress in Medical Physics in Europe.

EFOMP’s European school for Medical Physics Expert (ESMPE) has been established to fulfil one of the

missions of EFOMP: to promote education and training programmes for medical physicists in Europe. The

ESMPE organises medical physics education and training events specifically targeted towards Medical

Physicists who are already Medical Physics Experts or would like to achieve MPE status. These events are

open to all European Medical Physicists and they are accredited by an independent body (the European

Board of Accreditation for Medical Physics) to ensure that they are at the required educational level, i.e.,

Level 8 of the European Qualifications Framework. The attendance is usually limited to 40-50 places to

guarantee the possibility of individual interaction between lectures and attendees. A distinctive trait of the

school is to provide subsidized fees for participants coming from low/middle income European countries.

The work of ESMPE is carried out by its Board, which consists of prominent Medical Physicists with

expertise in the education and training of medical physicists. Since 2013, nine successful meetings attended

by more than 400 people coming from all over Europe, have been organized. My objective for the next

three years is to increase the number of meetings from 2 to 3-4 per year and establish the ESMPE as the

most prominent initiative at the European level in the field of Education and Training targeted at the Medical

Physicist. To achieve this objective, we have to work in partnership with other societies (the meeting of

January 2018, jointly organized with COCIR, is a wonderful example of this strategy) and we have to find

different locations, apart from Prague which will continue to host two meetings per year, in order to locate

the school in central/eastern European countries.

In the last decade, has become one of the most

respected publications in the field of Medical Physics, reaching an Impact Factor of 1.99 in 2016 and

dramatically increasing the number of issues and the number of published papers. Being published by Elsevier

on behalf of EFOMP and AIFM (Italy), EJMP is the official journal of the IAPM (Ireland) and SFPM (France)

and lists among the supporting societies 28 National member organisations. My objective in the three years
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is to double the number of the societies for which EJMP is the official journal and to explore potential

synergies with other European publications in the field of Medical Physics.

Medical physics is, by its nature, interdependent with other disciplines. During these years we have signed

memorandum of understanding with many sister societies working in the healthcare sectors. It is now time

to work together with these societies, by promoting joint schools, joint sessions at the respective

congresses, common statements on matters of mutual interests, and common scientific projects at the

European level. Our European Matters Committee will play a fundamental role in this activity.

We, as EFOMP, are also part of the International Organization for Medical Physics. The focus of our

commitments and activities is and will continue be the Europe. We are not going to directly promote as

EFOMP international activities, but we will take part in the international activities, through IOMP.

EFOMP currently publishes EMP News which aims to draw attention to the activity of young medical

physicists all over Europe, via presentation of their work. The plan is to increase the number of issues of

EMP News from 2 to 4 and to attract more advertisers from the world of industry. In 2014 we published

protocols for quality controls in digital mammography and in 2017 for cone beam CT. These publications,

freely downloadable from the EFOMP website, are a valuable and well appreciated work tool for the

Medical Physics community. This activity will continue under the direction of the Scientific Committee.

The new EFOMP website is attractive, modern and easy to navigate. But there is still a lot of room to

improve it and this will need continuous work from our Communication and Publication Committee. We

have recently created the position of the EFOMP Internet Manager also to keep our website live and launch

the presence of EFOMP in social media. EFOMP is now present in LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and is also

connected with NMOs through social media. We will have in the coming years to consolidate our position in

the social media world seeing it as another opportunity to reach our colleagues and also the general public.

The EFOMP Examination Board (EEB) has been established to facilitate the harmonization of Medical

Physics education and training standards throughout Europe. The 1st EEB exam was organized in Prague on

July 2017. The next round of the EEB will be held in conjunction with the ECMP for all the three

subspecialties. It is important to provide this service to our community. I am sure that under the direction of

the Chair of EEB and with the contribution of the Board, the EEB will continue to expand its activities.

I am convinced that only through very well-organized teamwork, that must include the EFOMP Officers and

committees, the NMOs and the individual volunteers willing to work in the EFOMP, will we increase the
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role and the prestige of our profession in the medical world in Europe and, therefore, in each national

member state.

In conclusion, I would like to thank you all for the great privilege you have assigned to me as the new

EFOMP President. I will do whatever it takes for the benefit of our community and I am looking forward to

working with all EFOMP Officers, Committee members, NMOs Presidents and delegates and every single

Medical Physicist who is willing to devote part of his/her time to EFOMP activities.

EFOMP President

Department of Medical Physics, University Hospital of Novara,

Novara, Italy

Tel.: +39 0321 3733369

E-mail address: marco.brambilla@maggioreosp.novara.it
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The planning process for the scientific program of the 2nd ECMP continues! The program will offer a variety

of sessions related to the scientific, professional and educational activities of the medical physics profession.

Specifically, the program will include a) 12 Refresher Courses (1-2 invited talks, total duration 60 minutes), b)

Scientific Sessions (1-2 invited tallks combined with oral presentations, total duration 90 minutes), c) Joint

Sessions (meetings with affiliated societies), and d) Industry-supported Symposia (60 minutes during lunch

break).

The fascinating program of the  has been published on ECMP 2018 website

(www.ecmp2018.org). Overall, there will be 9 Joint sessions in parallel sessions for each day of the congress.

The topics selected will cover all the spectrum of medical physics activities.

Chairperson: Ass. Prof. Jens Edmund (EFOMP)- Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen University, Denmark.
Lecturers: Prof. R. Boellaard ESTRO, University Medical Centre Groningen, The Netherlands; and Prof. Lars
E Olsson (EFOMP), Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Prof. Esther Troost (ESTRO), Institute of
Radioncology, Dresden, Germany

The balance between the need to specialise and the need to have a broader expertise with advancing
techniques.
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Chairperson: Prof. Klaus Bacher (EFOMP) – Ghent University, Belgium.
Lecturers: Dr. Caterina Brusasco, COCIR, IBA; Dr. Alberto Torresin (EFOMP), Hospital Niguarda, Italy; Dr.
Sjirk Boon (COCIR) Philips.

Harmonized transposition of the BSS in the national legislations. What can be done together by
Medical Physicists and manufacturers

Chairperson: Dr. Virginia Tsapaki - Konstantopoulio General Hospital, Athens, Greece
Lecturers: Dr. Cari Borrás (AAPM), Washington, DC, USA, Prof. John Damilakis (EFOMP), University of
Crete, Greece; Eugene Lief (AAPM), Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, USA.

 Everything you need to know about dose management of pregnant patients in medical imaging

Chairpersons: Dr Efi Koutsouveli (EFOMP)- Hygeia Hospital, Athens, Greece; Jonathan McNulty (EFRS)
Scool of Medicine, University College, Dublin,Ireland
Lecturers: Ainars Bajinskis (EFRS) - University of Latvia Riga, Latvia; Ad Maas (EFOMP)-Chair of Professonal
Matters Committee, The Netherlands; Lee O’Hora (EFRS), Mater Misericordiae University Hospital, Dublin,
Ireland

 In many countries Radiographers and Medical Physicists work together in teams, especially in areas
concerning quality control and radiation protection. This session will highlight the roles of the two
professions in this area in Europe.

Chairperson: Dr. Soren Holm- Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen University Hospital, Denmark
Lecturers: Prof. Bernhard Sattler (EANM), University of Leipzig, Germany; Prof. Klaus Bacher (EFOMP),
Ghent University, Belgium, Stefan Vandenberghe  (EANM), Ghent University, Belgium

 The role of quantitative nuclear medicine as a diagnostic or prognostic tool and in therapy
monitoring

Chairperson: Dr. Marco Brambilla (EFOMP) - Novara University Hospital, Italy
Lecturers: Dr. Jenia Vassileva (IAEA), Vienna, Austria; Dr. Manuel Bardiès (EFOMP), INSERM, Toulouse,
France; Dr. Gianluca Poli (IAEA) Vienna, Austria;

 To illustrate the progress and achievements of the IAEA projects in the field of Medical Physics, in
which EFOMP has been involved.

Chairperson: Prof. David Lurie (EFOMP) - University of Aberdeen, UK
Lecturers: Prof. Heinz-Peter Schlemmer (ESMRMB), German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg, Vienna,
Austria; Dr. Uulke van der Heide (EFOMP), NKI Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Prof. Cornelius van den
Berg (ESMRMB), University Medical Centre Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands.

 To illustrate the benefits of MR for radiotherapy, the MR based tretament planning and new
technologies for MR image guided Radiotherapy.
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Chairperson: Prof John Damilakis (EFOMP)- University of Crete, Greece
Lecturers: Prof. Guy Frija (ESR), Université Paris Descartes, France, Virginia Tsapaki Konstantopoulio
General Hospital, Athens, Greece, Claudio Granata (ESR) Giannina Gaslini Children's Hospital , Genova, Italy.

The EUCLIDE project. Paediatric and Clinical Diagnostic Reference Levels for X-ray Medical Imaging

Chairperson: Dr. Annalisa Trianni (EFOMP)- University Hopital of Udine, Dr. Emanuele Neri (EUSOMII)–
Ospedale Santa Chaira, Pisa Italy, Lecturers: Prof. Mika Kortesniemi, HUS, Helsinki Finland,  Dr. Emanuele
Neri (EUSOMII)– Ospedale Santa Chaira, Pisa Italy TBD (EUSOMII)

Artificial Intelligence in Medical Imaging: why should a medical physicist care?

The venue of ECMP2018 will be the H.C. Ørsted Instituttet (Fig. 1) which is

part of the greater Niels Bohr Institute of Copenhagen University in the

beautiful city of Copenhagen (Fig. 2).

President of ECMP 2018
Head of Medical Physics Dept. University Hospital

“Maggiore della Carità”, Novara, Italy

Fig 1: The H.C. Ørsted Instituttet (courtesy Søren Holm)

Fig 2: Copenhagen (courtesy Søren Holm)
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EFOMP’s Examination Board (EEB) has been established to facilitate the harmonization of Medical

Physics education and training standards throughout Europe. EEB has introduced the European Diploma of

Medical Physics (EDMP) and the European Attestation Certificate to those Medical Physicists that have

reached the Medical Physics Expert level (EACMPE). EEB examinations are tests of excellence in Medical

Physics.  They are designed to assess the knowledge, skills and competences requisite for the delivery of

high standard Medical Physics services.

Currently medical physicists in European countries face difficulties in providing the necessary qualification

evidence when they seek employment in other EU Member States or other countries. The EDMP will

facilitate mobility of medical physicists in Europe and beyond. Furthermore, EEB provides an attestation

certificate to those medical physicists that have reached the Medical Physics Expert level to be recognized by

the relevant competent authorities of the EU according to the EU Directive 2013/59/EURATOM laying

down the basic safety standards for protection against the dangers arising from exposure to ionising radiation

(EU BSS). EEB examinations are voluntary. EEB diplomas will not replace any national certificates. However,

they will be a common European qualification for medical physicists and will help to standardise training and

expertise in Medical Physics across Europe.

All Medical Physicists certified in one or more sub-disciplines of Medical Physics (diagnostic and interventional

radiology, nuclear medicine and/or radiation oncology) by a national competent authority and have at least

full time 2 years equivalent of advanced, structured experience and continuous professional development

(CPD) are eligible to sit for the EACMPE exams. Eligibility criteria for non-certified medical physicists as well

as detailed information about EDMP and EACMPE required documents, examination structure, fees etc can

be found at The 1st EEB exams in the field of 'Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology' were organized

successfully in Prague, Czech Republic, on the 6th

and 7th of July, 2017. Twenty one (21)

applications were submitted by the deadline. The

number of eligible applications were 18 i.e. 14 for

the EACMPE and 4 for the EDMP. Nine (9)
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candidates passed the EACMPE exams and three (3) candidates passed the EDMP exams. The 2nd EEB

exams in all 3 sub-fields of Medical Physics (Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Nuclear Medicine,

Radiation Oncology) will be held in Copenhagen before the European Congress of Medical Physics (August

2018).

About EFOMP’s Examination Board
EFOMP and the three main clinical societies concerned with the application of radiation to medicine, namely

the European Society of Therapeutic Radiation Oncology (ESTRO), the European Society of Radiology (ESR)

and the European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) have agreed on the syllabi for the training and

education of medical physicists. Moreover, the European Commission has published the European

Guidelines on Medical Physics Expert (MPE), Radiation Protection 174, which specifies the requirements for

an individual to be recognised as an MPE by the relevant national competent authorities. EEB exams are

based in these documents that can be found at the following EEB website.

https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=fc&id=eeb-

documents. EEB Chair
Past President of EFOMP
Department of Medical Physics, Faculty of Medicine, University
of Crete, Greece

John Damilakis is full professor and chairman at the Faculty of
Medicine of the University of Crete and director of the Medical
Physics department of the University Hospital of Heraklion,
Crete, Greece. He is coordinator or an active research member
of several European projects. He has more than 200
publications concerning research topics of embryo/fetal
dosimetry, CT dosimetry and medical radiation protection. He
has been awarded several Prizes in recognition of his work in
the field of Medical Physics.

https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=pages&id=eeb-about
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=pages&id=eeb-about
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=fc&id=eeb-documents
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=fc&id=eeb-documents
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During summer 2017, we received from the French Society of Medical Physics (SFPM) an announcement about this EFOMP School

entitled from January 25th to 27th. The detailed program seemed

to be perfectly in agreement with our practical needs. This was a course including 80 participants coming from many European

countries, mainly from Czech Republic, Hungary, Finland, France. Then pie chart in Fig. 1 shows the percentage of participants of the

different countries. Thus, we appreciated that many lecturers made efforts in their clear English speaking.

Topics about CT were very large: we started with Mr. Baecher and an overview about risk assessment due to CT exposition. It was a

very interesting setting of the scene. Then, Mrs. Evydean talked

about CT image quality and performance evaluation. The

reconstruction and especially iterative reconstruction were dealed

with Mr. Rampado. The afternoons of the first and second day was

left to manufacturer’s CT technology. Majority of them (Canon®

(former Toshiba®), General Electric®, Philips®, Siemens

Healthineers®) contributed to expose details about technics of last

commercially CT and future developments.

The second day morning was dedicated to dose assessment issues

illustrated by Mr. Kortesniemi, Mr. Tsapaki, Mr. Damilakis and Mr.

Torresin that’s from CTDI to organ dose calculation, utility of using

Dose Archiving and Communication Systems (namely Dose

tracking systems), CT dose information management, Dose

Reference Level establishment and management, notification values,

etc.

On Saturday, the optimization part was mentioned: daily experience of speakers, necessity of professional implications (physicians,

physicists, technologists, etc.). They also talked about a « new » approach in CT optimization linking clinical indications. These topics

were discussed by a radiologist Dr Parizel, Mr. Brambilla, and other members of EFOMP and COCIR. Due to this great event of

EFOMP School, we could not practice with specific software, although the content of the lecture was interesting. We quite

appreciated the enough time reserved for questions after each presentation which were numerous.

Finally, duration allocated of the final examination was appropriate: 50 questions for a 1h30 test. Having the slides before the exam

would have been perfect.☺ The answers of the test and the certificates were sent rapidly, the next week. Courses took place in the

center of Prague (old town) in a very authentic and modern faculty with large screen, electrical outlets, wi-fi connection, some courses

available on dropbox, etc. At the end of the course, we walked in the streets: Prague is pretty nice at night. One more day after the

course was interesting to visit some monuments. In our case, we visited some Jewish Synagogues, the old cemetery: a peaceful and

touching place.

Great thanks to every lecturer and to the organizers, especially Jaroslav Ptáček, they did a great job. For instance, we took our lunch

as well the social dinner in a nice restaurant close to the university. We also got useful information before departure.

Fig. 1: Percentage of participants of the ESMPE CT course of the
different countries.

Medical Physicist in Medical Imaging and
Brachytherapy, Gustave Roussy,
Comprehensive Cancer Centre, Villejuif,
FRANCE. Aurélie is working mainly in
tomography, interventional procedures,
mammography with digital breast
tomosynthesis, standard radiology,
management of dose tracking systems.

Medical physicist in medical imaging,
Institute Curie - Hospital René Huguenin,
Saint-Cloud, France
(celian.michel@curie.fr). Célian MICHEL
works in radiology and nuclear medicine,
particularly on digital breast tomosynthesis
quality controls and dose tracking systems
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The European Federation of Organisations for Medical Physics (EFOMP)

and the European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology (ESTRO)

share areas of common interest, particularly in the area of

interdisciplinary approaches to the application of physics in medicine.

The existing collaboration between the two societies, has been

formalised in a Memorandum of Understanding stating among other

matters of cooperation to jointly organise where feasible, EFOMP-

ESTRO sessions during the European conferences and congresses of both societies. An

enhancement of cooperation between the

two societies beyond existing interactions can

have a significant impact in improving cancer

treatment throughout Europe.

This year’s conference, ESTRO 37 will take

place in Barcelona, Spain and will convey the

theme ‘Innovation for Value and Access’

highlighting the fact that innovations in

radiation oncology do not only have a

positive impact on the value of the
Fig.: 1. ESTRO-EFOMP joint symposium in Barcelona.

Fig. 2: EFOMP booth at ESTRO 36 in Vienna
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treatments, but that technological and radiobiological advances can be also used to serve an ever

growing subset of patients.

Following EFOMP-ESTRO common line of action, a joint ESTRO-EFOMP symposium will be

organised with the title  ‘’CBCT in radiotherapy: Improving and sharing best practice’’ (Figure 1).

The aim of the joint session is to provide to attendees with an overview of development in a

specific field of common practice. The European guidelines for CBCT quality control published by

EFOMP-ESTRO-IAEA will be presented. The guidelines include a wide variety of tests and aim to

objectively evaluate the performance and to monitor the constancy of the CBCT systems.  The

development of clear clinical and technical CBCT protocols, training of the personnel involved with

CBCT acquisition, as well as usage of different patient management approaches and examples

from clinical experience and literature will be also discussed during the joint session on Tuesday,

April 24th.

In addition EFOMP will have a booth in the Communities Pavilion located in the exhibition area of

the CCIB (Centre Convencions International Barcelona) at ESTRO 37.

The Communities Pavilion concept was launched in 2017 and it was based on the success of the

Cancer Centre Pavilion introduced at ESTRO 35 in Turin. The Pavilion provides a place for

international networking for the wide range of stakeholders in Radiation Oncology. EFOMP’s

Fig. 3: Michele Stasi, president of the Italian Society of Medical Physicists and Efi Koutsouveli, EFOMP Internet Manager at
the Communities Pavilion last year in Vienna (left). Heide Ronde and Eva Samsoe, board members of the Danish
Society of Medical Physicists. Heide is the secretary of DSMF and Eva is also member of the Local organising
Committee of ECMP2018.
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presence last year in Vienna has strengthen our certainty that the Communities Pavilion is an

excellent environment to liaise with representatives of European organisations, institutions,

national societies and patient associations, connect with colleagues especially young members of

the societies, foster exchanges about collaborations and job opportunities, share best practices and

expertise for cancer care and interact with healthcare professionals (Figure 2 and 3).

The ESTRO Communities Pavilion is open to all ESTRO participants.  Entrance is free and pre-

registration is not necessary. EFOMP’s activities such as the European Congress of Medical Physics

(ECMP2018), EFOMP School for Medical Physics Experts (ESMPE), EFOMP Examination Board

(EEB), EFOMP publications, EFOMP projects will be presented at the EFOMP corner booth C1.

Opening hours:  Saturday 21 April to Monday 23 April from 09:30- 17:00.

The Communities Pavilion will be located next to the Start-Up corner, a

dedicated area where start-up companies will present their new concepts

and products.

The Communities Pavilion is the place to meet, talk and exchange ideas with

friends, collegues, collaborators, professionals and find out more

information about projects, research, educational and training activities of

national and international societies and institutions.

Efi Koutsouveli
EFOMP Internet Manager
Hellenic Association of Medical Physicists, Public Affairs & Communication
Medical Physicist, Hygeia hospital, Athens, Greece

I am happy to take the role as chair for the EFOMP Project Committee after Virginia Tsapaki. Of

course, it is very difficult to replace such a renowned person, but luckily she is still in the committee. The

Project committee´s goals are challenging and new ideas and creativity are needed to achieve results. Here

are some issues that I see needs special attention.

The Project committee core goal is to

support initiation of European projects, to staff the projects, follow ongoing projects and disseminate the

results of completed projects. This requires good communication with the people directly involved in the

projects but also the national member organisations and their members. A prerequisite for this work is to

make use of the EFOMP web site and other communication tools. The recent development of the EFOMP

web site will help in this respect. The Project committee must now take advantage of this and develop a
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communication strategy. I also believe that today's medical physicist around Europe take these tools for

granted, but sometimes one underestimate the work that is required in maintenance.

 After talking with colleagues, it is

clear that it is not always known that you as a members of an NMO can participate in projects.

Furthermore, under which pre-conditions you are involved and how you show interest in participating (of

course one way is to join the Project committee). The NMO´s contact person has a key role and

communication between the different EFOMP´s committees is important. Of course, a network already

exist, but needs to be maintained to ensure that a sufficient group of active medical physicists is available.

The process from idea, to acceptance and until the project begins is complex and takes time. An important

work for the committee is to continue to keep contact lists and contact routes updated to quickly establish

contact with medical physicists who have the capacity and ability to participate in projects when the projects

finally are launched.

Some of you may have participated in one of the X-ray physics

courses organized by EUTEMPE-net, but you may not know that the structure and development of these

courses was developed in a European project. The conditions for project support for building similar

structures, to meet needs in other areas of medical physics, should be investigated. In this context the

ENETRAP III project (EFOMP is a partner) could be mentioned. Within this initiative a course module aimed

at the radiation protection expert in the medical sector has been developed. There is a desire to repeat this

module and work may be needed to achieve this.

This was some thoughts about the Project committee and the current issues.

Please visit the web site and read more about the work in the committee as well as the work of EFOMP in

general. If you are members of any of the 34 member organisations why not consider becoming a member

of the Projects committee? If so, turn to your national member organisation. I am looking forward to work

as chair during this two-year period and I also welcome you to work and contribute with new ideas in the

Project committee.

 works at the Skåne University Hospital, situated in
Malmö and Lund in the south of Sweden. Her professional focus
is on radiation safety and protection, especially manageable issues.
In addition to her position the hospital she conducts research
related to image-guided interventions and radiation protection
measurements at Lund University. Where she is also involved in
teaching medical physics. Dr Almén is currently engaged in the
PODIUM research project (Horizon 2020 Program of the
European Commission).
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Radiologists, physicists,

radiographers and other

professionals from all over the

world – over 140 countries –  and from

a diversity of cultures attend the

European Congress of Radiology. The

ECR is a multi-disciplinary meeting

where students shake hands with

international experts, medical residents

exchange ideas with physicists, and

participants share their perspectives

with industry representatives.

Since many years EFOMP is working

together with ESR in the preparation of the ESR congresses, taking care of the topics related to Medical

Physics. EFOMP representatives are involved in the Programme Planning Committee of ECR as well as in

the Physics in Medical Imaging subcommittee (Fig. 1).

The Physics in Medical Imaging SC had the task of elaborating proposals for the special sessions (New

Horizons, Special Focus, State of the Art and Professional challenges). Special sessions have then been

selected among all the proposals submitted by the different SubCommittes. For ECR 2018 the Physics in

Medical Imaging SC had the privilege to have two special sessions approved:

Thursday, March 1, 16:00–17:30, Room O

This Special Focus Session has been included as EuroSafe Imaging session.  EuroSafe Imaging is the ESR’s

flagship initiative in radiation protection. It aims to promote the safe and appropriate use of medical imaging

Fig. 1 Members of the Physics in Medical Imaging SC at ECR 2017, Annalisa
Trianni, Mika Kortesniemi , Sue Edyvean
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in Europe and around the world. The sessions on artificial intelligence and big data in medical imaging was a

joint proposal with the Imaging Informatics Subcommittee:

Saturday, March 3, 14:00–15:30, Room B

Τηnd exchange

The Physics in Medical Imaging SC organized 5 of the 74 Refresher Courses prepared by the various

subcommittees for ECR 2018. Based on the topic of the session, some refresher courses are presented in

an ‘integrated’ format with an organised panel discussion, similar to Special Focus Sessions.

Wednesday, February 28, 08:30–10:00, Room G

Saturday, March 3, 08:30–10:00, Room G

Saturday, March 3, 14:00–15:30, Room G

Saturday, March 3, 16:00–17:30, Room G

Sunday, March 4, 08:30–10:00, Room G

Accepted papers for oral presentation are presented in the 132 Scientific Sessions. Several sessions feature

keynote lectures with a concise educational introduction related to the topic.

The Physics in Medical Imaging subcommittee received 140 abstracts in total, of which 66 have been

accepted (6 scientific sessions). The topics were innovative with a focus on computer applications, neural

networks, omics, and included many research abstracts.

Optimisation in clinical radiology practice Moderators:
E. Samara; Sion/CH
W. Stiller; Heidelberg/DE
Dose management and diagnostic reference levels Moderators:
H. Bosmans; Leuven/BE
R. Villa; Monza/IT
Innovations in medical imaging Moderators:
M. Kortesniemi; Helsinki/FI
G. Sommer; Basle/CH
Quantitative imaging and neural network Moderators:
C. Cavedon; Verona/IT
M.J. Willemink; Stanford, CA/US
Image quality evaluation and optimisation in CT Moderators:
I. Hernandez-Giron; Leiden/NL
O. Rampado; Turin/IT
Developments in volumetric imaging Moderators:
K.N. Bolstad; Bergen/NO
D.J. Lurie; Aberdeen/UK
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This workshop is the 20th in the series of EFOMP

Workshops on new technology in diagnostic radiology.

This year’s workshop is entitled ‘Dose management

systems and repositories: the present and the future’. It

has been organised by EFOMP in collaboration with the

ESR to address the current and future technological

requirements for radiology imaging equipment.

Friday, March 2, 08:30–10:00, Room G

Friday, March 2, 10:30–12:00, Room G

This year, EFOMP also collaborated in the organisation of two sessions for the Eurosafe Imaging Campaign.

Thursday, March 1, 16:00–17:30, Room M1: 

Friday, March 2, 14:00–15:30, Room M1: 

ECR Today, the daily newspaper of the congress, is published from Wednesday to Sunday and distributed in

the entrance hall of the congress venue and in the entrance area of the Technical Exhibition. All issues will be

available online at www.myESR.org/publications

For ECR 2018, EFOMP will have three contributions published:

− Demystifying MRI: things you always wanted to know (I. Seimenis and A. Trianni)
− Patient specific dosimetry: a farewell refresher course (E. Samara and A. Trianni)
− CT examination of pregnant patients: a dilemma for the radiologist and the mother. Dose and risk

communication to doctors and patients (P. Gilligan)

More than 50 national and international radiological societies present their meetings and societies in the

International Village, which is located on the entrance level of the M Building. In the EFOMP booth  all

EFOMP scientific and training activities can be found:

Fig. 2: President Lieke Poot and members  of the Dutch
society of Medical Physics , in ECR2017.
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Chair of Physics in Medical Imaging SC EFOMP Internet Manager

European Congress of Medical Physics, European School for Medical Physics Experts, European

Examination Board, European Journal of Medical Physics, EUTEMPE-net (Fig 2) . For ECR 2018 members

involved are the following:

D. Lurie; Aberdeen/UK

Chairperson: A. Trianni;  Udine/IT

R. Boellaard;  Amsterdam/NL
J. Damilakis; Iraklion/GR
H. Delis; Vienna/AT
S. Edyvean; London/UK
V. Gershan; Skopje/MK
L. Hadid; Bondy/FR
M. Kortesniemi; Helsinki/FI
E. Samara; Sion/CH
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I have never spent two whole years in a clinic, but I do have post-doctoral and professional

experience in all fields of diagnostic radiology. In fact, I have worked in hospitals in Spain, Germany, United

States, India and Jordan. I have also published several papers that can proof my advanced, structured

experience and counting professional development in quality control, radiation protection and technology

design… !

For that reason, I was very excited when I heard about the EFOMP Examination Board. I thought a dream

had come true…  Thanks to all EFOMP volunteers that

have put this effort together, everyone can now acquire the “European diploma of medical physics (EDMP)”

or the “European Attestation Certificate to those medical physicists that have reached the Medical Physics

Expert level (EACMPE)”. They just need to prove their knowledge and their experience.

Taking the examination was a great opportunity to revise 

, such as the interactions of electrons with matter; the meaning

of the Nyquist frequency in ultra-sound signals, x-ray or MRT images; or the risk associated to a given organ

dose. This certification also intends to harmonise requirements and help professionals work across borders,

as if Europe were a single entity where all members can understand each other…

Definitely a worthwhile goal for all of us!

QUART (Quality Assurance in Radiological Technologies)
and Helmholtz Zentrum München (Germany)
Email:   hugo.heras@daad-alumni.de
Hugo studied theoretical physics and completed an internship with Eliseo
Vañó in Madrid. After his PhD in Munich and his post-doc in the USA he
focused on research and training to make x-ray quality control feasible
world-wide. Since 2014 he has led the EFOMP-ESTRO-IAEA-EURADOS
group for quality control in CBCT.
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The first of the leadership meetings between EFOMP and National Members Organisations,
which were announced by EFOMP President Marco Brambilla in the Editorial of the European Journal of
Medical Physics (EJMP) ( ),
took place on 25 January 2018 in Prague.

Marco Brambilla (President) and Jaroslav Ptáček (Secretary General) on behalf of EFOMP, and Ivana
Horáková (vice President) and Irena Koniarova (member of the education and training workgroup) on
behalf of CAMP, were present during the meeting. After a discussion on EFOMP and CAMP plans for the
future, an agreement was reached on the following:

● CAMP agrees to provide support to the European Congress of Medical Physics (ECMP) by not
organising national congresses in the three months before or after the ECMP.

● CAMP agrees to join the European Journal of Medical Physics as an associate society to give their
members full access to the online edition of EJMP.

●  CAMP will nominate one member into the Scientific Committee of EFOMP.

● After elaborating an education and training scheme for MPEs in Czech Republic, CAMP is free to
contact the Professional matter committee, which will assess the scheme in terms of compliance with
EU RP 174 and the ability to produce MPEs. If the assessment is positive, the Professional matters
committee will issue a certificate for CAMP, which can be further used when dealing with local
authorities.

EFOMP President         EFOMP Secretary General       CAMP vice President

http://www.physicamedica.com/article/S1120-1797(18)30002-4/fulltext
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Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer and it is also the first cause of death

from cancer for women and the third in the overall population in Europe. Also, according to the statistics

there are significant disparities in breast cancer mortality rate across the EU. This suggests the existence of

possible inequalities in healthcare.

It is for this reason that member states have asked the European Commission to initiate this ground-

breaking initiative ECIBC – the European Commission Initiative on Breast Cancer.

The ECIBC is a person-centred initiative to improve and harmonise breast cancer care in Europe ECIBC is

developing the most up-to-date recommendations based on scientific evidence on breast cancer screening

and diagnosis, together with a platform of high-quality, evidence-based guidelines covering the whole care

pathway. These serve as a basis for developing a quality assurance scheme applicable by breast cancer

services.

ECIBC brings together a wide range of actors at a European level, including healthcare users, experts,

professionals, NGOs, patient groups, civil society representatives, the industry, policy makers and involved

countries’ representatives (ECIBC National Contacts).

Two working groups have been established: Quality Assurance Scheme Development Group and the

Guidelines Development Group. The first European Breast Cancer Guidelines’ recommendations for

screening were launched at the end of 2016. The ECIBC website hosts the recommendations that are

http://ecibc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/qa-team
http://ecibc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/guidelines-team
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progressively released, in different versions made bespoke for the needs of professionals, patients and

individuals, and the policy makers. The recommendations will be soon available in all EU languages. The

recommendations published on screening ages finally give clear directions (advice) to both women and

professionals on the appropriate age ranges (between 40 and 74) for breast cancer screening. This is about

to change a situation that has remained static for the last 10 years. They will be updated in real-time as

evidence becomes available. Recommendations for European Breast guidelines.

ECIBC has the ultimate goal of establishing the European quality assurance scheme for breast cancer

services, addressing all care processes including screening, diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation, survivorship

care, and palliative care. The  sets the requirements and indicators in order to guarantee that breast

cancer care is effective, safe, and person-centred.

ECIBC promotes an approach that considers the needs, preferences and values of people using or being

possible users of breast cancer services. For the work of ECIBC this implies that persons and patients are

actively involved in all stages of the development.

Developed specifically from their point of view, ECIBC aims to empower women and patients. Once the

breast cancer services will have implemented the , users will be able to find online the

interactive map of the certified centres, enabling women and patients to make an informed decision on

where to go for screening and care.

Medical Physicists are working inside ECIBC and EFOMP is one of the project

stakeholders; interdisciplinary activities are mandatory to finalise the goal of the EU

project. Their support include expertise on patient dosimetry, physics and

technological support (MRI, tomosynthesis,...).

On behalf of the EFOMP European Matters Committee

European School for Medical Physics Experts vice chair
Past chair of EFOMP E&T and Science Committee

http://ecibc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/recommendations/
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=structure/view&id=4
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The Cyprus Medical Physicists Association (CyMPA) organises an annual scientific seminar

following its Annual General Assembly. The seminar programme includes presentations covering topics from

the major medical physics disciplines. This year, the following presentations were given:

•  (

)

The provisions of legislation promoted by the Ministry of labour and social insurance with regard to the

harmonisation with the latest security standards (basic safety standards) of EURATOM and the

International Atomic Energy Agency - IAEA, relating to persons employed in the field of medical physics,

were be presented and explained.

•  ( )

In addition to hazards associated to every
imaging modality, such as patient’s over or
underexposure due to non-optimised
acquisition protocols, defective equipment,
wrong manoeuvres, the other specific hazards
in Nuclear Medicine procedures associated
with the storage, manipulation and
administration of unsealed radioactive sources,
targeted with radiopharmaceuticals was
presented and explained.

It was emphasised that the potential accidents

must be understood, acknowledged and

respected.

It was pointed out that the primary means of minimising adverse accidents are education of all staff being

involved with regular updates, blank or dry tests during radiopharmaceutical preparation, clear

identification of duties and responsibilities of the staff involved, traceability of procedural steps from

patient reception to patient leaving the department, and the flagging of patient notes and request forms.

Incident reporting is crucial. Accidents should be discussed locally and lessons learned should be

disseminated to the wider Nuclear Medicine community.

Fig. 1: The Presidents of EFOMP and CyMPA (Marco Brambilla and
Rita Demou).
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•  (
)

It was stated that the new European Directive 2013/59, once transposed to national legislation by the

European Union Member states, will require for personal dosimetry in Therapeutic Nuclear Medicine, as

is routinely implemented in radiotherapy where external beam or brachytherapy sources are used.

The presentation explored the benefits of personalised dosimetry by comparing the traditional empirical

method and suggested methods of personalised treatment planning in radionuclide radiotherapy using the

example of 131Iodine therapy of advanced differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC).

It was concluded, based on National Cancer Institute’s guidelines, that the studies on absorbed radiation

dose–effect relationship in Therapeutic Nuclear Medicine had a moderate or low rate of clinical relevance

due to the limited number of studies investigating the overall survival and absorbed dose. Nevertheless,

the evidence strongly implies a correlation between the absorbed doses delivered and the response and

toxicity, indicating that dosimetry-based personalized treatments would improve the outcome and

increase survival.

Furthermore, it was stated that studies demonstrating apparent safety in spite of empirical or semi-

empirical methods only lead to the logical conclusion that these methods have a conservative tendency to

under estimate dose, sacrificing efficacy for safety. Finally, the modern era of personalised medicine

demands the measurement of patient-specific biophysical parameters to individualise treatment so as to

maximise the desired effect while minimising toxicity.

• 
 (

)

It was stated that breast cancer screening with mammography has had a significant impact in mortality.

The introduction of breast tomosynthesis holds the promise to further improve breast cancer screening

with an increase in cancer detection and a reduction in recalls. It was emphasised that to maximize the

impact of these digital imaging modalities, a successful quality control program is important to ensure that

the amount of information gained from each mammographic and tomosynthesis image is maximised. As

with all other imaging modalities using ionizing radiation, image quality and radiation dose are directly

related, and therefore optimal selection of imaging parameters is crucial.

Breast dosimetry methodology and its levels in current mammography and tomosynthesis systems was

reviewed. In addition, recognition of the possible artifacts that could appear in mammographic and

tomosynthesis images and the investigation of their causes is important in order to be able to rapidly take

the necessary remedial steps. The introduction of breast tomosynthesis has especially brought the issue

of artifacts to the forefront, given its limited angular range and therefore susceptibility to artifacts. Several

examples of image artifacts, their causes, and remedial actions were presented and reviewed.
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• 
 (

)

It was stated that in the last few years the multimodality of image guidance in the field of HDR

Brachytherapy treatment planning has risen the expectations for more conformal treatment planning

techniques delivered by Medical Physicists.

Furthermore, the implementation of the conformal 3D HDR brachytherapy treatment planning requires

an extensive QA program which is considered to be the backbone for the accuracy and the precision of

the applied treatment planning techniques, as well as a measure of their reproducibility in clinical practice.

The presentation focused on the implementation of the contemporary HDR Brachytherapy treatment

planning techniques that increase dose conformity,

such as inverse optimisation and the methods

related to the choice of the source

loading/weighting inside the CTV. Furthermore

the methods developed and carried out by the

clinical Medical Physicist, which relate to the

hardware quality control as well as the

brachytherapy treatment planning performance

assessment that are established in the German

Oncology Centre in Limassol, Cyprus, were

illustrated.

•  (

)

A background on the various metrics used by medical physicists to evaluate image quality was given by

emphasising that in diagnostic imaging, the true impact of imaging is gauged by how it affects clinical

performance. It was further stated that although traditional metrics, especially those based on linear

systems theory, are of utmost importance during imaging system design, optimisation, evaluation and

quality control, but they are limited in their use when trying to relate comparisons or improvements in

these metrics with actual improvement in patient outcomes. Other metrics, such as contrast-detail

analysis, are more closely related to the clinical task, some even include the performance of the human

observer with the images obtained.

The presenter concluded that Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis is a powerful method to

determine the performance of a system, including the observer performance in interpretation of an

image that goes beyond the insight obtained when using image quality and simple detectability metrics.

Fig. 2: Giorgos Anagnostopoulos during his presentation.
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Due to its strength in being able to directly evaluate clinical performance, ROC analysis is very

commonly used in scientific imaging literature and in approval of new imaging systems by regulatory

bodies.

The presenter continued by reviewing the theory behind ROC, its strengths and limitations, how a ROC

study is performed and gave examples and discussed its application.

• Setting up a QA program in a new radiotherapy centre (by Dr Paul Doolan, Medical Physicists, German
Oncology Centre - GOC, Limassol Cyprus)

The experience in setting up a QA program for the radiotherapy department at the German Oncology

Centre (GOC) in Limassol, Cyprus was presented. It was stated that in September 2017 the GOC, began

treating patients, following four months of extensive commissioning tests.

A comprehensive quality assurance (QA) program has been set up, in accordance with the AAPM TG-

142 Report: . The department follows the report’s

recommendations of tests, using a variety of techniques and equipment. Test frequencies are currently

higher than the recommended values and many parameters are tested by multiple methods. The Sun

Nuclear Corporation (SNC) Machine is used for automated processing, analysis and recording of image-

based and mechanical tests. A plethora of patient-specific QA tests has also been established, depending

on the complexity of the plan. Secondary 3D dose calculations are performed with SNC DoseCHECK.

IMRT pre-treatment QA can be conducted in a variety of ways: using PerFRACTION with EPID

measurements or using log file data; measurements with ArcCHECK; or measurements with a micro

ionisation chamber. Every patient fraction is also monitored using log file and/or EPID data.

• Performance evaluation of hardware and software for SPECT cardiac imaging (by Dr Marco Brambilla,
EFOMP President)

It was stated that new technologies have been recently introduced for myocardial perfusion imaging.

They include new software for resolution recovery and noise suppression, multifocal collimators and

dedicated cardiac cameras in which solid-state detectors are used and all detectors are constrained to

imaging just the cardiac field of view. Software innovations resulted in shortened study times or reduced

administered activity to patients, while preserving image quality. Furthermore, it was stated that solid

state gamma cameras offer the advantages of increased sensitivity, enhanced energy resolution boosting

dual isotope studies, higher count rate and inherent tomographic images with reduction of artefacts.

Additionally it was emphasised that many single centre and some multicentre studies have been published

during the introduction of these software and hardware innovations in the clinical practice.
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They aimed to demonstrate that these new software/ hardware solutions allow the acquisition of images

with reduced acquisition time or administered activity with comparable results (as for image quality, image

interpretation, perfusion defect quantification, left ventricular volumes and ejection fraction) to the

standard-time or standard-dose SPECT acquired with a conventional gamma camera and reconstructed

with the traditional FBP method, which is considered as the gold standard.

The future perspectives in the field of the nuclear cardiology was examined and presented in the light of

these technological improvements.

Each presentation was followed by a question and answer session. At the end of the seminar the invited

speakers were presented by the CyMPA President with a small commemorative gift. Additionally all

participants received an attendance certificate.

Fig. 3: Three of the four invited speakers with their commemorative gifts together with the President and Secretary of CyMPA (left to
right: Stelios Christofides, Rita Demou, Ioannis Sechopoulos, Marco Brambilla and Paul Doolan)
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I would like to give you some feedback on the ENEN+ project that has started.

For more info on the project kindly visit the following webpage:( )

The project provides mobility grants for learners, who would like to improve their knowledge, skills and
competitiveness for career opportunities in the following nuclear fields:

●  Nuclear engineering and safety
●  Waste management and geological disposal
●  Radiation protection
●  Medical applications

More info on application at:

and all info on the basic rules (mobility manual) at:
http://plus.enen.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/ENEN-PLUS-Mobility-Manual-v1-Feb-6-2018.pdf.

The application opens on 1st March!

EFOMP Projects Committee Past Chair

https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=structure/view&id=6

http://plus.enen.eu
http://plus.enen.eu/call-for-mobility-grants/
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Cone-Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) is used in dental and maxillofacial practices, in

some interventional radiology procedures and in radiotherapy. A protocol to objectively perform

acceptance and constancy tests of these modern scanners, describing the necessary measurements of

radiation output and image quality parameters, has been developed by international consensus.

Representatives of the European Federation of Organizations of Medical Physics (EFOMP), the European

Society for Radiation Oncology (ESTRO) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), in agreement

with the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) and the European Radiation Dosimetry

Group (EURADOS) joined their efforts to produce the guideline “Quality control in CBCT”.

The protocol has been recently updated with comments by the German Institute of Standards. The meaning

of the two standards 6868-161 and 6868-15, respectively corresponding to acceptance and constancy tests

in dental CBCT, has been now clearly explained. In addition, a few typos that were still present in the first

version have been corrected.

The updated version of the guideline is available for free download in the new EFOMP website:

.

Fig. 1:The CBCT protocol considers the use of different phantoms, commercial and non-commercial software and
dose measurement tools, so that medical physics can apply their tools without the need of buying new ones.

https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=fc&id=protocols
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In the coming weeks a new version containing the appendix 7 by EURADOS will be uploaded in the same

link. Stay alert! We are putting effort to keep this document up to date and we are thankful for the

comments and encouragement from all users around the world.

The CBCT protocol considers the use of different phantoms, commercial and non-commercial software

and dose measurement tools, so that medical physics can apply their tools according to their national

requirements or personal preferences.

Following the freeware tip of the appendix 5 , two-dimensional NPS (fig. 2a) and one-dimensional NPS

obtained from the average radial profiles of the 2-dimensional NPS (fig. 2b) are  presented.

Example of images acquired with the same dental CBCT equipment and different FOV and voxel size are

shown in Fig. 3: (a) FOV 4x4 (diameter x height), voxel 0.08 mm (b) FOV 6x6, voxel 0.125 mm (c) FOV

8x8, voxel 0.16 mm (d) FOV 10x10, voxel 0.250 mm.

München, Germany
hugo.heras@daad-alumni.de

Milan, Italy
alberto.torresin@unimi.it

N.B. A summary report of the protocol has been published in
Physica Medica - European Journal of Medical Physics

Hugo de las Heras Gala, Alberto Torresin,
Alexandru Dasu, Osvaldo Rampado, Harry Delis,
Irene Hernández Girón, Chrysoula Theodorakou,
Jonas Andersson, John Holroyd, Mats Nilsson, Sue
Edyvean, Vesna Gershan, Lama Hadid-Beurrier,
Christopher Hoog, Gregory Delpon, Ismael
Sancho Kolster, Primož Peterlin, Julia Garayoa
Roca, Paola Caprile, Costas Zervides, Annalisa
Trianni, EURADOS WG 12

http://www.physicamedica.com/article/S1120-1797(17)30183-7/fulltext
http://www.physicamedica.com/article/S1120-1797(17)30183-7/fulltext
http://www.physicamedica.com/article/S1120-1797(17)30183-7/fulltext
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www.ebamp.eu
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Cyprus Association of Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering (CAMPBE) is a

non-profit organization which constitutes the umbrella organization for the Medical Physics and Biomedical

Engineering Professionals of Cyprus, and of any other professional group working in the field of the health

sector. CAMPBE was formed in 1988 and since then it promotes, develops and disseminates science and

technology related to Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering for the public benefit. CAMPBE through a

variety of events promotes relevant knowledge on radiation protection, training and research.

CAMBPE has an affiliation and collaboration with other national and international societies and agencies,

promoting the interests of its affiliated groups in a national level, in the field of Medical Physics and

Biomedical Engineering. It is an active member of EFOMP, ESTRO, EAMBES. CAMPBE has hosted various

international conferences and events during the last few years:

 Organization of the XIV Mediterranean Conference on Medical and Biological Engineering and

Computing(MEDICON) in 2016 with 300 participants from 12 countries.  The conference website is

www.cyprusconferences.org/medicon2016 . CAMPBE was also nominated in 2017 with the  International

star for Leadership in Quality/CEO Education of Excellence  Global Program  that is organised through a

worldwide network of universities, academies and education institutions, committed to the world of quality

and excellence.

 CAMPBE organized also, for the first time in 2014, a Multidisciplinary conference in Oncology: Diagnosis

and Therapy, which was the first attempt of collaboration among all the societies working in the health

sector in Cyprus. In total, 150 participants attended the conference from 6 different societies of health

professionals. The conference website was in the society’s webpage www.campbe.org

This year (2018), CAMBPE is planning to organize the second Multidisciplinary conference in Oncology in

collaboration, not only with the local health professional societies but also with other international societies.

 CAMPBE is also interested not only to educate and train professionals but also to inform the public

through media and lecturers. Last year, CAMPBE organized four series of lectures, one in each of the four

main districts of Cyprus, on Ionizing Radiation: Myths and Realities. These lectures were promoted via the

main TV and radio channels by CAMPBE members, ensuring the maximum participation of the public.
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Erato Stylianou Markidou

CAMPBE President

CAMPBE is investigating of organizing a Multidisciplinary Conference in Oncology: Diagnosis and Therapy
with collaboration among all the national societies working in the health sector in Cyprus like the Pan
Cyprian Society of Technologists in Radiotherapy and Radiodiagnosis, Radiology and Oncology Society,
Nuclear Medicine Society. We are also planning of having collaboration with other international Societies
most probably ΕΦΙΕ (Greek Society of Medical Physicists) and EFOMP. The formation of the Society was
back in 1988 so CAMPBE will celebrate the 30th anniversary of the society with the conference that will be
held mid-November.

 is a Medical Physicist currently working at the Bank of Cyprus Oncology Centre, Nicosia, Cyprus.
She had her bachelor degree in Physics from University of Cyprus in 2001 and graduated from Wright State University, OH, USA in
2003 with Masters of Science concentrating in Medical Physics with honors. She has been working with Radiation therapy treatment
planning and quality assurance and commissioning of radiotherapy and diagnostic equipment in a very busy department the last 15
years. She has been also working with radiation protection with I-131 patients having a special research interest in Nuclear Medicine
 on Evaluation of  local hospital discharge for thyroid cancer patients treated with Iodine-131; comparison with internationally
accepted release criteria presented at National and international conferences. She was a member of the 1st national medical Physics
Registry Council and she is an active member of CAMPBE(Cyprus Association of Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering) the
last 10 years. She was a part of local organizing committees and chair at national and international conferences in Cyprus. She is
member of CyMPA (ΣΦΙΚ), ESTRO, AAPM and ΣΠΣ Physics honor society in USA. She is the president of CAMPBE since December
2016. She is also the Vice president of BRF(Biomedical Research Foundation) and member of the Cypriot Medical Physics Registry
Council. She is the mother of three, 13 year old son 10 and 7 years old daughters. She is also an active member of the Pan Cyprian
parent’s - teacher organization as well as other council community groups.

Note that the lectures were under the auspice of the Ministry of Health and Bank of Cyprus Oncology

Centre. One of the announcements for these series of lecturers can be found at CAMPBE Cy in facebook.

 CAMPBE has also been involved in a number of research programs at a national and international level.

In particular, the Biomedical Research Foundation (BRF) is an ongoing non-profit, established in 1989 under

CAMPBE to promote research in the field of Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering. Two ongoing

projects are: (a) Continuous regional Analysis Device for Neonatal Lung, by Horizon2020 project. (b)

Optimised Breast Detection Algorithm in Electrical Impedance Tomography, 2017. (c) Evaluation of the

levels of electromagnetic radiation(Wi-Fi’s) in Public areas, with collaboration with the Department of

Electronic Communication of the Ministry of Transport ,Communications and Works.

 Further, CAMPBE organized educational seminars especially for Medical Physicists which are listed in our

society’s official website: www.campbe.org.

www.campbe.org
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Republic of Serbia has a population of approximately 7 350 000 inhabitants, and the official language in Serbia

is Serbian. It’s capital Belgrade has almost 1 700 000 inhabitants, and three following major cities are Novi

Sad (~ 400 000 inhabitants), Nis (~ 260 000 inhabitants) and Kragujevac (~180 000 inhabitants).  There are

8 radiotherapy centers in the country, with 19 linear accelerators and one gamma knife machine, while the

purchase of additional 6 linear accelerators is in process. There are 33 medical physicists working in

radiotherapy.

The country has 15 nuclear medicine centers, also housing 2 PET machines, where 8 medical physicists are

employed. Two nuclear medicine centers are private. Diagnostic radiology departments have no physicists

employed. Radiation protection in clinics are covered by employees whose main job is radiotherapy or

nuclear medicine.

There is also a number of medical physicists working in institutions of occupational health. The Serbian

Association of medical physicists (SAMP) was founded in 2012, gathering most of medical physicists working

in clinical environment (radiotherapy, nuclear medicine). Currently, the Association has 39 members from all

radiation therapy centers and 3 nuclear medicine departments. It is nonprofit organization with the task in

raising awareness on importance of the profession, taking part in research and teaching in the field of

medical physics, and giving advices in the safe application of physical methods in medicine. Also, the task of

the Association is to help in recognition of the profession, work on roles and responsibilities, and conduct

educational and training sessions. Right after the foundation, Serbian association of medical physicists was

accepted to European Federation, as a member.

After the acceptance to the EFOMP, Serbian Association has requested membership in Alpe Adria group of

countries, which is very active group working in development of regional cooperation, and consists now of

seven countries (Austria, Italy, Slovenia, Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia and Serbia). After taking part in Alpe

Adria medical physics conferences in Budapest (2014) and Zagreb (2016), Serbian Association has accepted

hosting of a 8th Alpe Adria Medical physicis conference (AAMP), held this year in Novi Sad.  We had over 120

participants from 22 countries, and the conference was accredited with 22 points by EBAMP. Together with

the 8th AAMP, the 2nd Meeting of the Europe Region Advisory Committee for Education and Training in

Medical Physics, led by the IAEA, was conducted.
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Fig. 1: Participants of 8th AAMPM, 23-25 May 2017, Novi Sad, Serbia.

 Government of Serbia, together with the Ministry of Labour, is preparing a new

Catalogue of jobs, where our Association impacted on recognition of the profession of medical physics.

The title of qualified medical physicist, is achieved through the specialization of medical physics. It is

conducted at the University of Novi Sad since 1990, and recently started at the University of Belgrade.

Entrance to the specialization is allowed by the Ministry of health for each candidate, after working for one

year clinically and having basic state exam on health care regulation and clinical duties of medical physicist.

 The specialization additionally lasts for three years, after which the candidate is having an exam and is

granted a title of qualified medical physicist. This means that the candidate can work independently (without

the supervision) in clinical environment.

There are also MSc studies at the University of Novi Sad, Faculty of Sciences, Department of physics, and

since last year, PhD studies in medical physics were accredited also at the University of Novi Sad. The first

generation has three students, all of which are also clinically involved in medical physics.

Unfortunately, other aspects of the profession are not so bright. The continuous professional development

is not required by law. Serbian legal staffing levels as defined by law is far underestimating necessary staffing in

medical physics, as it is based on very outdated regulation.

Medical physicists are not recognized in health care law as health care “workers” but as “healthcare

collaborators”, leading to the fact that their salaries are 30% lower than the salaries of medical doctors of

the same educational level.

  The Association is organizing workshops and meetings on

national and regional level for its members, through the projects funded by Serbian Government, EU and
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IAEA. Enthusiastic work of the members and need for further professional and personal development are

combined often with the sports spirit, and members of this small Association try  to keep good practice in

having one-two day national meetings in the beautiful nature in Serbia. One of the meetings was combined

with rafting on Drina river two years ago, while next-year meeting is planned to be held in the beautiful

surroundings of the Uvac  lake in southern Serbia.

President of Serbian Association of medical physicists

President and co-founder of the Serbian association of medical physicists is
Borislava Petrovic. She holds PhD in the field of medical physics, and is working as
chief of medical physics group at Radiotherapy Clinic, Institute of oncology
Vojvodina, Sremska Kamenica. She is also Assistant professor of medical physics at
the University of Novi Sad, Faculty of Sciences, Department of Physics.

Fig. 2: Annual meeting of the Serbian Association of medical physicists (social event), 2015.
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The Polish Society of Medical

Physics was established in

1965. The Society was founded

on the initiative of

bioengineers, who worked at

technical   universities.

However, medical physics in

Poland has a much longer

history. In 1934 in Warsaw, at

the Radium Institute (currently,

the Maria Skłodowska-Curie

Memorial Cancer Center and Institute of Oncology) on the initiative of Maria Skłodowska-Curie, the

Medical  Physics Laboratory was established. Initially, the laboratory was focused on dose measurements.

Maria’s great dream had been realized. Here are her words on the application of ionizing radiation in

medicine: “Therapeutic activities in a field which is completely new necessarily requiresa  strong research

basis from physics and chemistry. … where there is no such basis, a theory becomes  empirical and routine

only; methods which are used without enough criticism may lead to substantial errors.” An analysis of severe

accidents in radiotherapy reveals that these words still hold true.

A major step in the development of both medical physics and the Society of Medical Physics was the

establishment of studies in medical physics at Warsaw University in 1974. It was acheived with strong

support from the members of the Polish Society of Medical Physics, especially from prof. Barbara

Gwiazdowska and prof. Ewa Skrzypczak. In recent years, there are more than ten Universities which have

introduced a medical physics specialty at their Physics Faculties. There is still a high level of interest in medical

physics among students. There are about 250 medical physicists

who actively participate in the Society. As in other European

countries, the majority of members are medical physicists

involved in radiotherapy. However, the structure of the

Society’s members is slowly changing. More and more medical

physicists working in medical imaging and nuclear medicine are

getting involved in the life of the Society. These members are

on the one hand clinical medical physicists, and on the other

those who work at the universities. The Society has its own

PSMP -  Polish Society of Medical Physics
http://www.ptfm.pl
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internal structure. There are 12 branches of the Society operating in the major university cities of Poland.

There are centralized activities initiated by the board of the Society and there are also activities initiated by

branches of the Society, e.g the celebration of the International Day of Medical Physics. Also an important

role in the life of the Society play the so called sections, groups of medical physicists dealing with one sub-

specialty.  There are 5 sections devoted to: radiotherapy, brachytherapy, medical imaging, radiation

protection, and magnetic resonance.  Each Section organizes a scientific and training conference, including

training, at least once a year. Furthermore, according to a decision made by the board of the PSMP, every

other year, a scientific conference takes place. The other years the medical training school is organized. The

medical training schools are much appreciated by young medical physicists who participate in the classes.

PSMP publishes a journal entitled "The Polish Journal of Medical Physics and Engineering". The board is

undertaking efforts to get the journal back to the position it had a few years ago. The Society is engaged in

the preparation of Polish recommendation concerning different aspects of application of physics in medicine.

Furthermore, to date, the PSMP published the Polish recommendation on quality control of treatment

planning systems, simulators, diagnostic monitors and on setup control.

A great achievement of our community was establishment of an officially recognized, specialization in

medical physics. The specialization was organized according to specialization in medicine. As of January 2016,

there are 196 specialized medical physicists in Poland. Another about 120 medical physicists are undergoing

specialization.  By law, our community is represented by a consultant in medical physics under the Ministry of

Health. At present, this position is held by prof. Julian Malicki.  In every province, regional consultants in

medical physics are assigned. The basic tasks of the consultants include the monitoring of the progress of

specialization in medical physics, ensuring the safety of application of ionizing radiation (auditing), and the

preparation of expertise in the application of physics into the health service.

One of the most interesting projects the PSMP is involved is publishing the journal Medical Engineer, Medical

Physicist. This journal, issued every two months, is devoted to medical physics and engineering. This journal

emphasizes the popularization of medical physics and education.

Currently, an important aim of the Polish Society of Medical Physics is to attract other groups of medical

physicists, mostly those who are scientists at universities, to participate in the activities of the Polish Society

of Medical Physics Society. These are scientists dealing with electrical signals and a large group of physicists

involved in neuroscience.

PSMP President

I am the head of Medical Physics Department at Maria Skłodowska-Curie Memorial Cancer

Center and Institute of Oncology. My field of expertise is radiotherapy. I am involved very much in

education of physicists and medical doctors in application of physics in cancer treatment.
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The history of medical physics in the Czech Republic is as long as the history of using ionising radiation. The

very first physicists were primarily involved in radiotherapy and nuclear medicine. An official education and

training system under the umbrella of the Ministry of Health and its organisations has existed since 1981.

Since then, the system has been modified according to the rapid evolvement of technology and growing

demands on the role of medical physicists in processes connected to daily practice in the diagnostics and

treatment of all three sub-fields of medical physics. The last modification happened in 2010, and during 2018

the Czech Association of Medical Physicists would like to create a new education and training system by

incorporating the ECRP 174 Guidelines. The system used thus far is based on 3+2 years of education during

university studies and another 2 years of education and training during a full time job in a hospital.

Although the history of medical physics is quite lengthy, the history of the Czech Association of Medical

Physicists only dates back to 6 April 2004. The main goal of CAMP is to support medical physicists and their

education, research and development within the framework of medical physics. CAMP cooperates with

national and international organisations and associations like EFOMP and IOMP. One of the main tasks of

CAMP is to be a partner for the Ministry of Health (since medical physicists in the Czech Republic are

recognised as healthcare professionals) and the State Office for Nuclear Safety. The actual number of

members of CAMP is 154, but the number of medical physicists in the Czech Republic is larger (CAMP is a

voluntary based organisation). The majority of members are involved in radiotherapy, then nuclear

medicine, and there is a small (but constantly growing) family of medical physicists in radiodiagnostics.

Since 2006, CAMP has organised its own one-and-a-half day Conference of Medical Physics, with 110

participants registering in 2017. Since 2013, CAMP has cooperated with EFOMP in organising European
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Schools for Medical Physics Experts in Prague, with 9 editions thus far, and more than 300 unique

participants in total. CAMP is also involved in the organisation of the IUPESM World Congress on Medical

Physics & Biomedical Engineering, Prague 2018.

The board of CAMP has 7 members who are elected for a 4-year term during the general assembly of all

members. The first president of CAMP was Libor Judas (2004-2006 and 2006-2010), the second, and also

current, president is Jaroslav Ptáček (2010-2014 and 2014-2018).

President of CAMP

Jaroslav Ptáček works as the head of the Department of Medical
Physics and Radiation Protection at the University Hospital in
Olomouc, Czech Republic. He is a medical physicist in nuclear
medicine and primarily focuses himself on image processing, quality
control and radiation protection. As a board member of the Czech
Association of Medical Physicists, he is involved in the professional
matters of medical physicists in the Czech Republic. Since 2013, he
has been part of the local organising committee of ESMPE in Prague,
and since 2018 he is the Secretary General of EFOMP.
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is an All–

Russian union of non-profit organizations. It was founded in 1993 to

unite professionals working in the field of fundamental and applied

medical physics, engineering, high medical radiation technologies and

promote research and provide continuing professional education in

medical physics. There are more than 600 medical physicists in Russia,

working in radiotherapy departments of various medical research

oncology centers, hospitals and other institutions.

AMPR is a member of the International Organization for Medical

Physics (IOMP) and the European Federation of Organizations for

Medical Physics (EFOMP). AMPR has joint educational activities with

AAPM, International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Our Association

works in close collaboration with the IAEA, ROSATOM, N.N.Blokhin

NMRCO to realize regional training courses for the Russian-speaking medical physicists under the IAEA TC

projects.

AMPR organizes an annual international scientific conference on radiation oncology. This year we’re the co-

organizer of the First All-Russian Scientific and Educational Congress with International Participation

“Oncoradiology, Diagnostic Radiology and Radiation Therapy” which will be held on February 16-17, 2018 in

the Holiday Inn Moscow Sokolniki. It will consist of several conferences and one of them “Medical Physics in

Oncology” will be organized in memory of the late professor V.A. Kostylev who was the AMPR President

during 1993 – 2017. Boris Narkevich is a current president.

 All AMPR activities are realized under the slogan: 

A Russian journal of 

 has been issuing since

1995. It was founded as an official journal of the

Association of Medical Physicists in Russia for the

promotion of high tech medical physics technologies

in diagnostic radiology, radiation therapy and nuclear

medicine. Since 2001 it has become a quarterly

journal. The main objective of the journal is to

promote research and education in medical physics.

The journal is included in the list of Russian

www.amphr.ru
www.amphr.ru


Reviewed Scientific Journals of the Higher Attestation Commission. 76 issues of “Meditsinskaya Fizika” have

been published up till now. It covers all aspects of application of medical physics in radiotherapy, diagnostic

radiology, nuclear medicine. The journal has the following subject headings: radiation therapy, non-ionizing

radiation, diagnostic radiology, nuclear medicine, radiation safety, medical visualization, mathematical

methods and computer technologies, lectures, regulations, chronicles of educational courses, conferences,

anniversaries. The editorial board consists of doctors of medicine, professors, candidates and doctors of

biological, physical mathematics and engineering sciences. The editor-in-chief is Boris Narkevich.

AMPR President

 was born in 1938. In 1961 he graduated from Moscow
Engineering Physics Institute with the radiation protection specialty. In 1969 he
defended his PhD theses on the passage of fast electrons through matter. In
1987 he defended his Dr.Sci. theses on mathematical modelling in functional
radionuclide diagnostics.  He has been working as a leading researcher of the
radionuclide diagnostics laboratory in N.N.Blokhin National Medical Research
Institute since 1969 till nowadays. Publications: more than 200 scientific
articles, 6 monographs and manuals. Invention patents: 55. Areas of scientific
interests: radiation safety in medicine, regulations development in radiation
therapy, diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine for Russian legislation,
expertise of scientific projects in medical radiology. Narkevich Boris, President
of the Association of medical physicists in Russia since 2017, corresponding
member of the International Academy of Engineering, editor-in-chief of the
“Meditsinskaya fizika” journal (Medical physics russian journal),  editorial
board member of 3 profile journals, rector of the International training center of
medical physics, radiation therapy and nuclear medicine.

http://medphys.amphr.ru/
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 was born on October 12th, 1966. Degree in Physics – University of Turin. Diploma of Specialization in Medical
Physics – University of Milan. Qualification and registration at the National Register of Qualified Experts – grade III. Director of
Medical Physics Dept. A.O. Ordine Mauriziano Torino & Candiolo Cancer Institute-IRCCS, Italy. President of the Italian Association of
Medical Physics (AIFM). National Scientific Certification as Associate Professor of Medical Physics. Contract Professor at University
of Turin. Member of the Ethics Committee, Candiolo Cancer Institute-IRCCS. Referee for the following scientific Journal: Physica
Medica, Medical Physics, Radiotherapy and Oncology, Physics Medicine and Biology. Scientific Committee Referee of ESTRO 34,
ESTRO 35, ESTRO 36, ESTRO 37. Chair of Local Committee Organizer ESTRO 35 Torino 2016. Member of the following scientific
associations: AIFM, ESTRO, AAPM. Author of 260 paper. 67 of which have been indexed and 3 monographs.

This year’s celebration in Italy was held in a special location: the historic  in Pistoia, an

ancient ad glorious town close to Firenze, selected as Italian Capital of Culture for the year 2017.  The Italian

Association of Medical Physics (AIFM) decided for a three-days convention, starting on 6 November with a

conference entitled "Science for Art", promoted by AIFM jointly with the Department of Physics and

Astronomy of the University of Firenze and the municipality of Pistoia.

Many people asked us “why the celebration did start with a conference focused on the applications of

science to preservation or restoration of artifacts relevant for cultural heritage?”. The answer is rather

simple if we consider that scientific disciplines and, in particular, the physical ones, are effective instruments

at the service of humanity. We wished to underline this aspect demonstrating how identical scientific

principles and sometimes identical instruments serve beauty and health, both fundamental for the wellness of

people. In summary, the message was “why do not consider Medical Physics as a relevant component of

today’s Humanism?".
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This approach found its confirmation by means of the two most relevant lectures given on that day, the first

by prof. Antonio Paolucci, historian of art and former Director of the Vatican Museums, and the second one

by prof. Massimo Inguscio, physicist and present President of the Italian National Research Council.

On 7 November with the opening of the main conference entitled "The Future of Medical Physics" we

entered the heart of the celebration starting with the great lecture by prof. Luigi Dei, chancellor of the

University of Florence, entitled “Maria Sklodowska Curie: the obstinate self-sacrifice of a genius”. The

wonderful speech of the chancellor touched the audience, who responded with a long applause. He revived

the great passion of Marie Curie, who was capable of great scientific discoveries in an era when people did

not have problems to affirm an intrinsic superiority of the masculine gender on the female one.

This lecture, as underlined in his introduction of the day by AIFM President, Michele Stasi, was fitting indeed

the motto recommended by IOMP for this year’s celebration: "Medical Physics: Providing a Holistic

Approach to women patients and Women Staff Safety in Radiation medicine".

It is actually a  reason  for pride for AIFM to be an association with over 50% of women

members. Moreover, the past-president is a woman, as well as the present vice-president. It is noteworthy

these data are the result of the natural development of the category constantly pursued over the years. We

can say that Medical Physics in Italy is a discipline that involves men and women fairly.

The day was then highlighted with relevant contributions from some of the most illustrious Italian scientists

working in areas of advanced physics applied to medicine, introduced by the two chairs Cesare Gori and

Luca Bernardi. I remember in particular the following lectures.

● “Human Brain Project: the new frontiers of neurophotonics”, by prof. Francesco Saverio Pavone,
Director of the European Laboratory for Nonlinear Spectroscopy;

● “NMR for metabolomics analysis: a novel opportunity for diagnostics”, by prof. Claudio Luchinat, Director
of the Interuniversity Consortium on Magnetic Resonance of Metalloproteins;

● “Radiological imaging”, by prof. Paolo Russo, from Federico II University of Naples and well known to the
medical physicist’s community as Editor in Chief of the journal Physica Medica- EJMP;

● “The laser for medical applications: from surgery minimally invasive to nanomedicine”, by dr. Roberto Pini,
Director of the Florence Institute of Applied Physics – CNR.

Their contributions have led intriguing insight into the future of medical physics. In fact, it is essential to have

a knowledge of everything that may have an impact in translational research in the near future. This is

necessary to inside hospitals and research

institutes in which we operate as medical physicists.
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Let me also recall the lecture by Manuela Cirilli from CERN, Geneva, who guided the audience through the

initiatives ongoing at CERN about applications of physics to medicine. During the last decades, CERN

developed the most futuristic technology necessary to scientists to carry out particle physics experiments.

Such technological and cultural heritage from time to time found applications, in some cases unpredictably, in

many other fields. For example, the social relevance of the World Wide Web is well known to everybody,

even though few people do know that it was born at CERN and then made accessible to all in 1993.

The conference continued on 8 November with lectures focused on present medical physics topics, like

detectors, MRI and the new development of radiation medical therapies, under the guidance of Claudio

Fiorino and Carlo Cavedon. Professor Roberto Cingolani, Director of the Italian Institute of Technology in

Genova, surprised the audience with the truly amazing applications to medicine of robotics and molecular

dynamics, two issues that will certainly influence the technological progress in medicine in the next decade.

The conference ended with a round table discussion focused on the scientific role of medical physicists. The

conclusion of the two chairs, Luca Bernardi and Claudio Fiorino, dealt with the necessity of removing any

unpleasant dichotomy between science and profession: there is no one without the other. We are scientists

for cultural formation, curiosity and propensity towards innovation, we are professionals because capable of

creative, autonomous and responsible choices.

In conclusion, I think we can agree with the final remark of the celebration: “

".

graduated in physics with a thesis on
statistical mechanics. After a period in
Rice University (Houston, Texas) he
attended the medical physics school in
Florence, focusing his research activity on
MRI. Now he works at the Medical
Physics Unit of Pistoia and Prato - AUSL
Toscana Centro.
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During the spring and summer 2017, almost 100 Danish scientists and clinicians collaborated under the

initiative and leadership of Prof. Dr. Med. Cai Grau, to prepare a grant application to the Danish Cancer

Society. The aim was to raise funds for the establishment of a national research center for radiotherapy (RT)

in Denmark (DK). Due to a dedicated effort from the Danish radiotherapy research community, the Danish

Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups (DMCGs), and all clinical radiotherapy departments in DK (Fig. 1), the grant

was realized. The Danish Cancer Society allocated 25 million DKK (3.4 million EUR) for the purpose which

covers a period of five years (2018-2022).

More than half of all cancer patients in Denmark are

estimated to receive radiation therapy at some point

during treatment of their disease [1]. Ionizing

radiation is effective for the treatment of cancer, but

the side effects are numerous and may be severe.

 The new initiative has the intention of building a

unique national platform for radiotherapy research

with the patient in the center. The quality of the

radiotherapy should be maximized in all Danish

departments and a comprehensive clinical

collaboration in DK should be facilitated. Among

patient benefits is new knowledge and enhanced possibilities to be enrolled in clinical trials. Radiotherapy

should be used to as many as possible with fewest possible side effects.

A number of work packages (WPs) have been defined, see Fig. 2 on next page.  Each package represents a

national collaboration between involved clinicians and scientists, such as medical doctors, physicists and

computer technologists. The work packages encompass a range of activities from basic to clinical research

and have been defined to cover the entire radiotherapeutic pathway. They interact closely with the

interventional protocols (IPs), which define the clinical trials in

collaboration with the DMCGs. Thus the center covers research

within biology, imaging, treatment planning and delivery as well as

clinical trials, treatment outcomes and modeling.

The center aims at offering all relevant Danish cancer patients to

participate in evidence generating trials. These trials could notably

explore the upcoming technological advances in DK and their

Fig. 1. The new national research center for radiotherapy in
Denmark involves a broad range of participating institutions
including all radiotherapy departments in DK.
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Fig. 2. The general structure of the new national research center for radiotherapy in Denmark. DCS: Danish
Cancer Society, DCCC: Danish Comprehensive Cancer Center.

benefits for the patients in terms of cancer control with limited side effects. During the spring and summer

2018, MR-guided RT will become available in several clinics in DK and in addition a new national proton

therapy facility will open in Aarhus. These new technologies facilitate interesting possibilities for research

within radiotherapy and they will contribute to a unique national collaboration ensuring the newest

treatment with the fewest side effects and sequelae for every patient in the country.

The new center was realized in January 2018 and in February 2018, a seminar was arranged to kick-start the

various work groups.

[1] Borras JM, Lievens Y, Dunscombe P, Coffey M, Malicki J, Corral J, et al. The optimal utilization
proportion of external beam radiotherapy in European countries: An ESTRO-HERO analysis. Radiother.
Oncol. 2015; 116: 38–44.

Medical physics expert, PhD
Herlev & Gentofte Hospital
DK-2730 Herlev, Denmark
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The IMPT is a sub-structure of the radiotherapy pole of the Antoine Lacassagne Center (CAL) which hosts

two proton therapy facilities. CAL was one of the pioneers of proton therapy in France and Europe. Other

photon beam treatment modalities are also available at CAL (Clinac Varian, Tomotherapy, Cyberknife).

The first proton therapy facility “Medicyc (Figure 1)” was born from a human adventure of a young CAL

team initially hosted at CERN, who designed and built an isochronous cyclotron. It has been used since June

1991 for the treatment of ocular deceases. Based on a single scattering system, the beam is delivered with

an energy of 65 MeV and presents optimal ballistic characteristics for short range tumors (< 3 cm water

depth). A total of 6000 eyes were treated at the end of 2017 for patients coming from France, Germany and

Italy. Deuterons with 30 MeV energy can also be obtained by using a second harmonic of the cyclotron.

MEDICYC has also been used in the past for neutron therapy and isotope production. A research beam line

is also available for physical and radiobiological experimentation.

The second proton therapy facility, “Proteus-One (Figure 2)” is a superconducting synchrocyclotron by the

IBA company whose design studies were initially carried out by the company AIMA, a CAL spin-off. The

Proteus-One produces a proton beam with a maximum energy of 226 MeV (32 cm water depth range)

which is delivered by Pencil Beam Scanning technique (PBS) associated with a gantry rotating on 220 °. The
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clinical activity began in September 2016 and at the end of 2017 nearly 100 patients, including about 20

children, have benefited from proton therapy for base of skull, sacrum and pediatric cancers. Clinical

recruitment is organized around four main prescribing centers (Nice, Lyons, Marseilles, and Montpellier). A

research beam line with PBS should also be available in the future for physical and radiobiological

experiments.

Besides clinical activity which is the primary mission of the IMPT, research programs on hadrontherapy have

been developed by French and European research laboratories in association with the CAL medical physics

team. The topics studied are beam position imaging (gamma-prompt, proton radiography, ionoacoustics…),

secondary particles generated in protontherapy and their potential secondary cancer impact (neutrons,

photons), dosimetry (microdosimetry, calorimetry, radiochromic films, Faraday cup…) and radiation

protection. In a transversal way, Monte-Carlo simulation with generic codes is widely used to help on the

above subjects (GATE, GEANT4, PENELOPE, MCNP, FLUKA). The CAL medical physics team also

provides support for proton radiobiological experiments. More locally and recently in December 2017, the

CAL became a member of the “Université Côte d'Azur” (UCA). CAL joined a research federation

"Fédération Claude Lalanne" on the ionizing radiation interactions that brings together academic laboratories

of physics, computer science, biology and medicine from the University of Nice Sophia-Antipolis. The

purpose of this research federation is to create a synergy with the CAL in order to stimulate an academic

research around radiotherapy.

:

J. Hérault, P. Mandrillon, F. Demard, R. Trimaud, "Proton therapy enters precision phase," CERN Courier,

"Hadron Therapy", October 2016.
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The aim of my PhD project is to develop

optimised image guided radiotherapy (IGRT)

protocols for children with very low dose imaging.

IGRT is commonplace in modern radiotherapy,

where the patient is imaged frequently (often daily)

throughout treatment to measure and correct for

setup errors. This allows for tighter margins around

the tumour to spare healthy tissue[1]. Cone beam

CT (CBCT) allows for soft tissue visualisation with a

relatively short acquisition time and is the most widely

used imaging modality for IGRT.

Although image guidance is prevalent in paediatric

radiotherapy, daily imaging is more reluctantly applied

due to concerns over the additional dose from repeat

CBCT scans. Children have an increased sensitivity to

radiation, and CBCT dose delivered for the same

exposure settings increases with reducing patient size:

children can receive as much as 2-3 times the dose

compared with adults for the same exposure [2, 3].

Children’s radiosensitivity and a long life expectancy

make reducing the risk of late effects a high priority.

In 2014, 7 international paediatric treatment centres

were surveyed on their paediatric IGRT protocols,

Fig. 1 Initial CBCT scan acquired at 100kV 0.16mAs (a) and scans simulated as if acquired at 0.1mAs (b), 0.08mAs (c), 0.04mAs (d),
and 0.025mAs (e). The simulated low dose CBCT scans show increased noise but clear bone/soft tissue boundaries.

finding that there was considerable variation in the

dose protocols used and that only 4/7 institutions

used a lower dose imaging protocol for children and

daily imaging was only applied in 3/7 institutions[4].

The study shows a lack of consensus in the use of

IGRT in children and highlights the need for practical

guidance in optimising paediatric imaging protocols.

For diagnostic CT, the Image Gently campaign

raises awareness of excessive CT dose in children

and provides guidance on ‘child-sizing’ exposure

settings such as reducing the kV and mAs based on

body size [5]. These principles should also be

applied to CBCT imaging in paediatric IGRT. Very

low dose imaging would help alleviate concerns

over daily imaging in paediatric IGRT, allowing for

more accurate treatment delivery.

In order to test whether low dose CBCT images

are of good enough quality for IGRT, we have

developed a method of simulating low dose CBCT

from previously acquired scans. Simulating low dose

images is useful because it eliminates the need to

acquire additional scans (and therefore additional

dose) to make a comparison in image quality.
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Previously, low dose images have been simulated

for paediatric patients by reconstructing scans with

fewer projection images to simulate a faster gantry

rotation [6]. The low dose scans in this work were

simulated by adding noise of the correct magnitude

corresponding to the desired amount of signal

reduction to projection images prior to

reconstruction to simulate a lower mAs exposure.

The results of the image registration using the low

dose scans were compared to that of the initial

scans as an assessment of image quality and

accuracy. Initial results from this work show that

registration remained accurate for simulated

exposures as low as 15% of the original scan.

Extending on this work, we are now designing a

bow-tie filter optimised for children. The aim of this

filter is to provide additional attenuation and thus

lower the dose received by the patient, as well as

being tailored to the smaller size of children. The

future of this project will include further testing of

low dose scanning protocols and the optimised

bow-tie filter.

is a PhD Student working in the Adaptive
Radiotherapy group led by Prof. van Herk at the University of Manchester
and based at the Christie. Her research focuses on optimising low dose
cone-beam CT in image guided radiotherapy for paediatric patients.

My PhD work will be finished in 2020, where I aim

to have developed optimised paediatric imaging

protocols for IGRT that can begin to be

implemented into clinical practice to improve

radiotherapy delivery in children.
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Proton beams are widely used in nowadays

radiotherapy, especially for head & neck and

prostate tumour treatment. However, the proton

range in tissue is associated with a few percent

uncertainties due to several factors such as imaging,

patient setup, computed tomography (CT) number

conversion. This range uncertainty causes the

introduction of relatively generous safety margins

and the choice of conservative beam directions in

Fig. 1 Dose signal, PG signal and their comparison. A shows a subPB with ideal PG-dose correlation in which the fall-offs of
PG and dose signal are close to each other. B shows a subPB with poor PG-dose correlation.

Universität München (LMU Munich, Germany)

within the EU-funded Marie Skłodowska-Curie

training network “Optimization of Medical

Accelerators” (OMA,

https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/oma-project/),

proposes to quantify the degree of PG-dose

correlation for each individual pencil beam

(hereafter called sub-pencil beam, subPB) and take

this information into account for treatment planning

clinical practice, ultimately limiting the exploitation

of the ballistic advantages offered by proton beams

for precision radiation therapy. To this end, prompt

gamma (PG) imaging is one of the most promising

methods which make it possible to monitor the

dose delivery in-vivo [1]. In most cases (fig1.A), the

range of PG signal is close to the proton range

(deduced from the distal 80% of the dose curve).

However, the PG profile does not always correlate

to the dose profile because of tissue

heterogeneities, leading to a potential misevaluation

of beam range monitoring (fig. 1B). This PhD

project, carried out at the Ludwig-Maximilians-

to enable a reliable range monitoring.  To this end,

a research computational platform, combining

Monte Carlo (MC) pre-calculated pencil beams with

the analytical Matlab based TPS (Treatment

Planning System) engine CERR (A Computational

Environment for Radiotherapy Research) and its

particle extension [2], has been used for MC

treatment planning.   Specifically, Geant4 is

employed for realistic simulation of the dose

delivery and PG generation of all subPBs in the

heterogeneous patient anatomy given by CT

images. Based on different metrics a certain number

of subPBs, exhibiting the best PG-dose correlation,
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are manually or automatically selected and boosted

in a new re-optimized treatment plan. The method

has been successfully tested in a small cohort of

head & neck patients, showing the ability to

preserve dosimetric quality but add for the first time

the PG information, thus promising improved

reliability of in-vivo treatment monitoring. First

results of this work (fig. 2) were presented to the

general public in a poster viewing in the framework

of the International Day of Medical Physics 2017 at

LMU, also advertised on the EMP News Summer

2017.

 In the remaining part of the PhD work, which is

supposed to be finished in 2019, the proposed

method will be tested in more clinical indications

and further refined for optimal performance. In this

endeavor, considerations on radiation biology,

inter-fractional anatomical changes and different PG

Fig. 2. The poster was presented to the public during
the International Day of Medical Physics 2017 at
LMU, also advertised on the EMP News

monitoring technologies will be taken into account.

Eventually, this project could contribute to a

paradigm shift in treatment planning to account for

PG-based in-vivo monitoring of the beam range in

modern proton therapy, potentially resulting in a

safer and more controllable treatment in the near

future.

This work is funded by the EU-MSCA GA n.675265 (OMA),
which is coordinated by Prof. C. Welsch at the University of
Liverpool. The PhD research of Liheng Tian (fig. 3) is carried
out under supervision of Prof. K. Parodi a well as Drs. G. Dedes
and G. Landry at the Medical Physics Department of the LMU
Physics Faculty (www.med.physik.uni-muenchen.de).
 Additional support from the Radiation Oncology Department at
the LMU University Hospital (Prof. C. Belka, Dr. F. Kamp) is
gratefully acknowledged.
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My PhD project was focused on the

implementation of a model for the calculation of the

dose in Hadrontherapy. The model, called MONET

(MOdel of ioN dosE for Therapy), was developed

at the University of Pavia and the INFN Pavia Unit.

MONET evaluates the three-dimensional energy

deposition distribution for proton and and Helium

beam in a water phantom. The model calculates the

lateral and longitudinal terms starting from first

principles. For the lateral profile, MONET is based

on the Molière theory of multiple Coulomb

scattering [1], considering the energy loss and the

effects of compounds. The nuclear interactions are

added using a Cauchy Lorentz parametrization,

obtained through the fit of FLUKA simulations [2,

3].

Fig. 1. Energy deposition of proton beam of 200 MeV in water obtained with MONET (top) and FLUKA (bottom).

For the passage from the projected to a two-

dimensional lateral distribution, Papoulis’s algorithm

[4], that allows in the case of cylindrical symmetry

to reconstruct the radial distribution starting from

the projected one, has been implemented. For the

longitudinal profile [4], a new calculation of the

average energy loss has been implemented. The

inclusion of the straggling effect is based on the

convolution of energy loss with a Gaussian

distribution, while the nuclear contributions are

included using a linear parametrization. The total

energy distribution is evaluated in a 3D mesh by

calculating at each depth the 2D lateral profile and

by scaling it at the value of the energy deposition.

Concerning the electromagnetic part, the model is

completely analytical and is based on well known

and validated theories. The nuclear interactions are

parametrized using

functions with few

parameters, adjusted

on the Monte Carlo

simulations. The

results of the MONET

code for protons and

Helium ions are

compared with

FLUKA simulation,

which is currently used
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Fig 2. Energy deposition of 4He ions of 150 MeV/u in water obtained with MONET (top) and FLUKA (bottom).

in hadrontherapy facilities and is continuously

validated with data.

We have compared MONET results with the

FLUKA in two cases: a single Gaussian beam (Fig. 1-

2) and a lateral scan as a sum of many beams in

order to estimate the accuracy of the model

focusing on the tails of the distribution that give rise

to the low-dose envelope. In both cases, we have

obtained a good agreement for different energy in

water [4]. Another advantage is the fast calculation

time. For each depth the calculation time for the full

3D dose is about 2 seconds for the single beam and

about 4 seconds for the full lateral scan. These

times extrapolated to a full dose calculation are

competitive with typical simulation times (hours).

MONET can also be implemented for other

particles, e.g. Carbon r Oxygen ions: Carbon beams

are already clinically used in different facilities like

CNAO and HIT, while Oxygen ions are a potential

candidate, due to their higher relative biological

effectiveness and reduced oxygen enhancement

ratio. A possible application would be to implement

MONET in a TPS as online/in-room fast dose

evaluation tool.

[1] Embriaco et al, On Molière and Fermi-Eyges scattering
theories in hadrontherapy, Phys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017)
6290–6303

[2] Bellinzona et al., A model for the accurate computation of
the lateral scattering of protons in water, Phys. Med. Biol.
61 (2016) N102–N117

[3] Embriaco et al., On the lateral dose profile of Helium beam
in water, Phys. Med. 40 (2017) 51–58
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For decades, it has been known that Monte Carlo

(MC) simulations provide the most accurate

estimate of radiotherapy dose, promising

agreement with measurement to within 1%, even

at tissue/bone and tissue/implant interfaces.

 EGSnrc[1], along with its associated applications, is

one of the most widely-used general purpose MC

codes in radiotherapy research.  Crucial to the

ongoing utility of EGSnrc has been the

implementation of a robust method for estimating

uncertainty[2] and the introduction of many

variance reduction and computation time-saving

techniques.   Directional bremsstrahlung splitting

(DBS), in which bremsstrahlung events are

preferentially split into a user-specified treatment

field[3], is a proven variance reduction technique

Fig. 1 Dose to water-in-medium (Dw) for a simulated mouse
treatment using kilovoltage X-rays (225 kVp tube) converted
from dose to medium (Dm) assuming (a) small cavities,
where Bragg-Gray conditions hold, and (b) large cavities,
where charged particle equilibrium prevails, and (c)
intermediate cavity dimensions.

that can decrease photon beam simulation times by

several orders of magnitude.  As a result, DBS is

now considered a de-facto option for linac and X-

ray tube simulations using the EGSnrc application,

BEAMnrc [4].  Directional source biasing (DSB) is a

more recent variance reduction technique[5] which

uses a similar directional splitting scheme to achieve

a 400-fold increase in the efficiency of simulated

isotropic photon emission, potentially putting MC

commissioning of cobalt-60 beams within reach.

  Additional time can be saved during MC

commissioning by eliminating the restriction of

voxel boundaries during simulated charged particle

transport through a homogeneous phantom.  This

technique, called ``HOWFARLESS’’ [6] has been

implemented in DOSXYZnrc, an EGSnrc application

for dose calculations in rectilinear phantoms.  MC

simulations can also facilitate the breakdown of

dose to an organ into dose to its component

microstructures.  Efficient MC-simulated photon

beams have been used with voxellized human

phantoms to quantify the additional dose received

by radiosensitive skeletal tissue (red bone marrow

and bone surface cells) during routine cone-beam

CT image guidance procedures [7].

Similar simulations have ascertained that dose to

water-in-medium, Dw, traditionally specified by

radiotherapy treatment planning systems, is a more

accurate representation of the dose to

radiosensitive skeletal tissue than dose to medium,
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Dm, the default value calculated by MC algorithms

[8].  The ongoing debate between Dm and Dw is

complicated for treatments using kilovoltage

photons, such as in brachytherapy or small animal

irradiators used for preclinical research, by the fact

that conversion to Dw depends on the size of the

effective volume (cavity) considered.   By

implementing on-the-fly conversion for small (Bragg-

Gray) and large cavities (in which charged particle

equilibrium prevails) in MC calculations, one can

provide estimates of Dw over a range of cavity

dimensions (see Figure 1).  Advances in simulation

techniques achieved through EGSnrc and other

general purpose MC codes are largely responsible

for the inroads that MC algorithms have made in the

clinic, with six vendors now incorporating MC dose

calculations in their external beam treatment

planning systems.  Moreover, the drive for greater

accuracy and interest in new treatment techniques

 received his M.Sc.
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National Research Council of
Canada where he has been
involved in developing EGSnrc.  He
is currently completing his Ph.D. at
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and modalities, such as proton therapy and carbon

ion therapy, ensure an ongoing role for MC

simulations in radiotherapy research.
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Hendee's Radiation Therapy Physics is the 4th edition
of this textbook. originally published by Bill Hendee in
1970 and underwent significant changes since then.
The most notable change between the 3rd and 4th
edition is certainly. that with the retirement of Bill
Hendee. this edition has been edited by a new team
of physicists. The book gives an overview of the
physics principles of the different areas of
radiotherapy, but also introduces some basic
principles of radiographic imaging and it's application
in radiotherapy. In the latest edition. many topics
were added, like a stronger focus on IMRT and IGRT.
but also proton therapy. digital imaging, and a
stronger focus on modern QA procedures.

The book aims at giving a complete overview over
the physics principles of radiotherapy, starting from
basic interaction mechanisms ,and the production of
radiation and arriving at practical implications in
radiation measurement. dose calculation, treatment
planning and describing modern techniques in
radiation therapy including the aspects of quality and
safety. It is obvious that within the approximate 350
pages of this book, it is neither possible to give rell in
depth discussion of all the topics included, nor to
present all the mathematical details which would be
needed to describe all the physical principles involved.
Rather, the book focuses on practical issues and on a
clear presentation of underlying physics principles.
Consequently, the target audience of the book is
focused on medical residents in radiation oncology
and maybe undergraduate medical physics or medical
dosimetry students that want to get an overview
over the field but not so much graduate students in
medical physics. This is also clearly stated in the
foreword and should realized when using this book in
physics courses, as the former editions were aiming
at a broader target group.

The book is structured in 20 chapters. from which
the first half is aiming at radiotherapy. Chapters start
with the principles of atomic structure and interaction
of radiation with matter, production and
measurement of radiation and lead to beam
calibration, dose calculation and finally treatment
planning and delivery. The second half deals with the
basics of radiographic imaging, diagnostic imaging and

its application in image guided and adaptive therapy.
Also the areas of computer and information
systems are covered in a separate chapter, as well
as special techniques like brachytherapy and proton
therapy. The book is completed by the chapters on
radiation protection. quality assurance and patient
safety. A nice feature of the book, are the manifold
problems at the end of each chapter, which provide
the possibility to dig somewhat deeper into the
matter. Unfortunately, not all the solutions are
given in the book, which may be somewhat
demotivating, especially for the medical readers.
This is compensated to some extend by the
additional examples included within the text: these
are written in the form of tasks to the reader and
allow an immediate check of the understanding of
the topic under discussion. The examples make the
book fun to read and work with. Another feature is
the excellent summaries at the end of each chapter,
which are nicely focusing on the most important
messages and which allow to quickly recapitulate
the contents. Also an extensive list of references is
included in each chapter, which gives ample
possibilities and hints for further reading.

Overall this 4th edition of Hendee's Radiation
Therapy Physics can be considered a very successful
attempt to update the older edition and make it an
up-to-date textbook especially for medical residents
in radiation oncology and undergraduate physics
students. The book provides an overview on the
field of radiation therapy physics and focuses on the
most widely available techniques. including IMRT,
IGRT and proton therapy. Other advanced
techniques, like dynamic rotational delivery.
tomotherapy and robotic treatments are only
touched very briefly, which is reasonable given the
scope of the book and the limited space available.
The book is well structured and gives an excellent
overview on all practical aspects of modern
radiotherapy and the physics involved. The many
examples and problems allow for an immediate
check of the understanding of the text and make it
fun to read. The new editors certainly did a very
good job in carrying on the tradition of the book.

Dr. Jäkel is Professor of Medical Physics at the University of
Heidelberg (Germany), head of the Department for Medical
Physics in Radiation Oncology of the German Cancer Research
Center (DKFZ) in Heidelberg and head of Medical Physics of
the Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy Center (HIT) at the
University Hospital.
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European Journal of Medical Physics, publishes EFOMP’s Policy Statements

EFOMP’s Policy Statements can be found also on the EFOMP website here

www.physicamedica.com
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=fc&id=policy-statements
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EFOMP’s Protocols can be found on the EFOMP website here

https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=fc&id=protocols
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